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ABSTRACT

From the view of Industry 4.0, robots and machines like as automated guided vehicles and manufacturing robots are focused on in order to achieve factory automations which changings from mass production to variant variable production. Managing them are important task for workers. For this environment, remote control is required to manage these devices, however, it is often difficult to know the identification number of them. Therefore, we propose a selecting system where we can select the controlled target device by using visible light communication. The transmitter sends its own identification number by the visible light communication and transmits the control command using wireless communication like as Wi-Fi. At this time, the control command is transmitted by the broadcast communication to all the devices connected to the same network. The device selected by the visible light communication receives the identification number of its transmitter, and the device can execute the control command on Wi-Fi which has the same identification number in its packet. In order to evaluate the complexity of device selection, we have some experiments which measures the operation time to select devices with unknown identification number. From this experimental result, the proposed method is considered to be the easy-to-use remote controller with the least operation error.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Automated guided vehicles and manufacturing robots are focused on in order to achieve factory automations which changings from mass production to variant variable production [1-2]. The main task of workers at factory will changing from assembling products to managing robots and machines that works such assembly of products. For this environment, wireless communication is very important because remote control is needed in order to manage these devices such as robots and machines (shown as Figure 1). However, since the locations of these devices are changed due to the factory line recombination, it is often difficult to know the identification number of them. Therefore, we propose a novel selecting system where we can select the control target device by using visible light communication. By visible light communication for selecting the target to be controlled, we can select the devices that are inside the illuminated range by the transmitter, so it is possible for us to select the target easily and intuitively.

In this paper, we propose the novel selecting system using visible light communication. In Section 2, we introduce the modulation method of visible light communication. And Section 3 describes the proposed system to select targets. The performance of the proposed selecting method is shown in Section 4 and we conclude this paper in Section 5.
2. **VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATION**

Visible light communication is one of wireless communication methods and uses visible light in order to send information [3-5]. And visible light communication is suitable for the self-localization system because it has very strong directivity [6]. This communication method is not handled by the radio law, so the robot controlling system using visible light communication in the hospital are proposed [7]. For the communication by visible light, changing the blinking pattern of the visible light according to the sending information. Figure 2 shows information allocation by inversed 4-Pulse Position Modulation method (i-4PPM). The x-axis means the time and one slot is very short time like as 10ms. And the y-axis means the voltage of the light such as LED. So, the yellow area means the bright by LED.

Since the human eyes seems that always turning on because of its high speed, so we can use it as a lighting device like a flashlight. Because the receivable area is equal to the illuminated area by visible light communication, the user can see the wireless communication area. And visible light communication has the feature of strong directivity, it is not found in other wireless communication methods [8-10].

As these reasons, this communication method is suitable for the selection of the targets.
3. PROPOSED METHOD TO SELECT THE CONTROLLED TARGET BY VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATION

In this section, we propose the control method which uses the remote controller using visible light communication to select the illuminated device by the light. A block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 3. The operator sends its controller’s ID to robots by the visible light communication (shown as red dotted line). And at the same time, the operator sends its command to all robots via Wi-Fi (shown as green line). The only robots which received the ID can do the command. That means the operator can control the lighted up robots.

The transmitter sends its own identification number by the visible light communication and transmits the control command using wireless communication like as Wi-Fi. At this time, the control command is transmitted by the broadcast communication to all the devices connected to the same network. Figure 4 shows the transmitter circuit of our system.

The device selected by the visible light communication receives the identification number of its transmitter, and the device can execute the control command on Wi-Fi which has the same identification number in its packet. Figure 5 shows the receiver circuit of our system.

Figure 6 shows our prototype system to select and control the remote devices using visible light communication. The control information sent by the controller is always transmitted to all the devices existing in the same network by broadcast communication via the access point from Raspberry Pi. By pushing the button on the controller, the microcomputer like as the arduino transmits its identification number using visible light communication with LED. When the photodiode on the receiver gets its information by visible light communication, the
microcomputer compares its number and own number. If they are same number, the controller accepts its command.

Figure 4. The transmitter circuit of our prototype system using visible light communication [11].

Figure 5. The receiver circuit of our prototype system using visible light communication.
Figure 6. The overview of our prototype system. The operator has the controller and the transmitter for visible light communication. And he selects the target robot by illuminating it.

Figure 7. The experimental environment.
We compare the operating time for changing the order of robots.

4. Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the complexity of device selection, we have some experiments which measures the operation time to select devices with unknown identification number. Three omnidirectional mobile robots are used for this experiment.

At first, we prepare a field as shown in Figure 7-left. And we place three omnidirectional mobile robots in it, and call it 1st, 2nd and 3rd from the left, respectively. Second, the operator moves these three omni-directional mobile robots to arrange them so that they locate 3rd, 2nd, and 1st from the left, respectively as shown in the Figure 7-right. We have the rule that does not allow for
the robots to move across the bold line, thereby the operator must select target robots at least five times.

We measure the operating time using following three kind of selection method for four operators.

* **Conventional method 1**

  A method to select controllers corresponding to each of the three robots. These controllers look like the same, so the operator cannot know which controller can communicate with which robot.

* **Conventional method 2**

  A method to select controlled robot by buttons. Operators cannot know which button corresponds to which robot.

* **Proposed method**

  A method to select controlled robot by visible light communication. Operator need not known robots' identification numbers.

Figure 8 shows the experimental results. Conventional method 1 took a lot of time because it is necessary to change the remote controllers. Moreover, with the three robots, there was no big difference in average time between the conventional method 2 and the proposed method.

We should need the number of robot become more over. However, the proposed method has the smallest range of operating time. From this fact, the proposed method is considered to be the easy-to-use remote controller with the least operation error.

![Figure 8. The experimental results. This figure shows the comparison of operating time on exchanging robot placement.](image)
5. CONCLUSION

For the factory automation, robots and machines like as automated guided vehicles and manufacturing robots are focused. Managing them are important task for workers. In this paper, we propose a selecting method to control them using visible light communication. Since it can be chosen visually by the proposed method, it is an easy-to-use controller that does not cause selection errors even if the number of devices increases. In addition, although the proposed controller enables simultaneous control of multiple devices, in the simultaneous movement of a plurality of devices, unless the directions of the devices are in agreement, there is a problem that the moving directions do not coincide with each other. Therefore, this is our future work.
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